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QUESTION 1

A company deployed IAM Organizations to help manage its increasing number of IAM accounts. A security engineer
wants to ensure only principals in the Organization structure can access a specic Amazon S3 bucket. The solution must
also minimize operational overhead 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. 1 Put all users into an IAM group with an access policy granting access to the J bucket. 

B. Have the account creation trigger an IAM Lambda function that manages the bucket policy, allowing access to
accounts listed in the policy only. 

C. Add an SCP to the Organizations master account, allowing all principals access to the bucket. 

D. Specify the organization ID in the global key condition element of a bucket policy, allowing all principals access. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A business requires a forensic logging solution for hundreds of Docker-based apps running on Amazon EC2. The
solution must analyze logs in real time, provide message replay, and persist logs. 

Which Amazon Web Offerings (IAM) services should be employed to satisfy these requirements? (Select two.) 

A. Amazon Athena 

B. Amazon Kinesis 

C. Amazon SQS 

D. Amazon Elasticsearch 

E. Amazon EMR 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

A company manages multiple IAM accounts using IAM Organizations. The company\\'s security team notices that some
member accounts are not sending IAM CloudTrail logs to a centralized Amazon S3 logging bucket. The security team
wants to ensure there is at least one trail configured (or all existing accounts and for any account that is created in the
future. 

Which set of actions should the security team implement to accomplish this? 

A. Create a new trail and configure it to send CloudTrail logs to Amazon S3. Use Amazon EventBridge (Amazon
CloudWatch Events) to send notification if a trail is deleted or stopped. 

B. Deploy an IAM Lambda function in every account to check if there is an existing trail and create a new trail, if
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needed. 

C. Edit the existing trail in the Organizations master account and apply it to the organization. 

D. Create an SCP to deny the cloudtrail:Delete" and cloudtrail:Stop\\' actions. Apply the SCP to all accounts. 

Correct Answer: C 

Users in member accounts will not have sufficient permissions to delete the organization trail, turn logging on or off,
change what types of events are logged, or otherwise alter the organization trail in any way.
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awscloudtrail/latest/userguide/creating-trail-organization.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A security engineer needs to implement a write-once-read-many (WORM) model for data that a company will store in
Amazon S3 buckets. The company uses the S3 Standard storage class for all of its S3 buckets. The security engineer
must en-sure that objects cannot be overwritten or deleted by any user, including the AWS account root user. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Create new S3 buckets with S3 Object Lock enabled in compliance mode. Place objects in the S3 buckets. 

B. Use S3 Glacier Vault Lock to attach a Vault Lock policy to new S3 buckets. Wait 24 hours to complete the Vault Lock
process. Place objects in the S3 buckets. 

C. Create new S3 buckets with S3 Object Lock enabled in governance mode. Place objects in the S3 buckets. 

D. Create new S3 buckets with S3 Object Lock enabled in governance mode. Add a legal hold to the S3 buckets. Place
objects in the S3 buckets. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A company uses a third-party application to store encrypted data in Amazon S3. The company uses another third-party
application trial decrypts the data from Amazon S3 to ensure separation of duties Between the applications A Security
Engineer warns to separate the permissions using IAM roles attached to Amazon EC2 instances. The company prefers
to use native IAM services. 

Which encryption method will meet these requirements? 

A. Use encrypted Amazon EBS volumes with Amazon default keys (IAM EBS) 

B. Use server-side encryption with customer-provided keys (SSE-C) 

C. Use server-side encryption with IAM KMS managed keys (SSE-KMS) 

D. Use server-side encryption with Amazon S3 managed keys (SSE-S3) 

Correct Answer: C 
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